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A. CHOOSE THE CORRECT OPTION:  15x1=15 
 

1. Meaning of  “Mortar”-- 

a) A bowl   (b)a  small piece of cake           (c) Murderer 

2. Who invented the famous Japanese trick recently? 

a) Magicians   b)  Natives of Tipperary                 c) Tribal people in Japan 

3. What did the conjurer ask from the Quick Man? 

 a)Golden compass   b)Gold chain                    c) Gold Watch 

       4.   For what reason, the conjurer was asking permission from the Quick Man? 

              a)to put his gold watch in to the mortar              

              b)to do tricks with him              

              c) to take his possessions 

     5.  The conjurer threw the watch into the mortar and grasped a ____________ from the table.  

              a) axe                b)sledgehammer         c)  sword 

     6.  Meaning of ‘extracted’?  

              a) buried       b) inserted  c)  took out 

       7.   Who is the author of “ Conjurer’s Revenge”? 

              a) James Henry                 b)Stephen Leacock           c)Varun Sharma    

        8.  Meaning of  ‘’Sledgehammer”? 

              a) hedge            b)small sized hammer     c) a hammer used for breaking big objects 

         9.  The face of the Quick Man _____________. 

                a) was in shock         b)beamed         c) shined 

         



 

        10. There was a great hush upon the ___________. 

               a) people             b) audience                c)technicians 

         11. Find the exact word for the meaning given-“ a detachable shirt collar used in olden times”. 

                a)celluloid collar              b) Chinese collar           c) T-shirt collar 

         12. Meaning of dispersed ? 

               a)crowd   b)moved out    c) gathered 

         13.  What are suspenders? 

                a) thrown out                                                                                                                                                         

                b) one who give suspension     

                c)braces that are used for holding trousers  

         14. Meaning of “withering” in the story? 

                 a) a look that embarrasses others   b)fading away               c)shedding 

          15. Choose the correct word for the meaning given-“ a large group of people who play various  

                 musical instruments together at a show”. 

                 a) Stage show        b)Musical Band                  c) Orchestra 
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